
Unit 5 Once Upon A Time ...
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Exercise 1 (5 questions)

Listen and draw lines. There is one example.

� Vocabulary Series:
Folklore and Fantasy

� Tenses:
Simple Past, Past Continuous, Present Perfect

� Adverbial Clause with “when”

Ben Joe Mrs. Wood Richard

William Jane John Tom
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Exercise 2 (5 questions)

What is the magic tool that each person in the game should get

in ordet to fight the monster?

Listen and write a letter in each box. There is one example.

Example: May 1. Lion Man

2. Harry 3. Peter

4. Little Jane 5. Emma

C
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A B

C D

E F

G H
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Exercise 3 (5 questions)

Listen and colour and draw/write. There is one example.
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Exercise 1 (10 questions)

Look and read. Choose the correct words and write them on the

lines. There is one example.

e.g. This is the first month of a year. ___________

1. You move your body to music. ___________

2. You usually have this when you sleep. It can

be a good or a bad one. ___________

3. It means 12:00 at night. ___________

4. This is made from two very large snowballs. ___________

5. This is something you cannot tell other ___________

people.

6. It tells you about what happened in the past.___________

7. This is one of the holidays in December. ___________

8. This means 100 years. ___________

9. This is the hairy skin of an animal. ___________

10. This means one out of four pieces of cake. ___________

January

a secret

a dance

a snowman
Christmas

January

a song
a quarter

an hour

a dream

Easter

fur

mid-day

mid-night

a century

history
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Exercise 2 (5 questions)

Richard is talking to his friend, Sue. What does Sue say?

Read the conversation and choose the best answer.

Write a letter (A–H) for each answer. You do not need to use all

the letters. There is one example.

Example:

Richard : Hi, Sue. Can you help me to think about a story?

Sue : __________________

Questions:

1. Richard: I’m going to join the video competition, with a story

about a good and brave pirate.

Sue : __________________

2. Richard: Um... I haven’t decided yet. Would you like to join me

for the competition?

Sue : __________________

3. Richard: Great! I think I’ll need two more people to help with the

video.

Sue : __________________

4. Richard: Yes, I’ve asked them already.

Sue : __________________

5. William: No, both of them are busy sitting for the exam.

Sue : __________________

B
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A. Me too.

B. Oh, that sounds interesting. What is it for? (Example)

C. What a pity!

D. I see. Are you going to be the pirate yourself?

E. Yes. Why not? It sounds fun.

F. Have you asked Sally and Harry? I think they’ll be interested.

G. Did they agree to help?

H. Here you’re.
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Exercise 3 (6 questions)

Read the story. Choose a word from the box.  Write the correct

word next to numbers 1–5. There is one example.

Once upon a time, there  _________________ a spoon who was

always sad.

One day, his mother asked, “My dear little spoon, why are you

always (1) _________________?”

“Mum, there’s something I don’t (2)  _________________,” said

little spoon.

“What’s that, my dear?”

“I think I’m not as good as the knife or the fork,” he said.

“How (3)  _________________?”

“Mum, you know, the knife can cut meats into pieces easily.

I can (4)  _________________ do that! And the fork too! Though she’s

not as sharp as the knife, she can hold the food tightly with her

teeth. I cannot do that neither...” said little spoon.

“Tell me, my dear. Are you a knife or a fork?”

“No, mum.I’m a spoon.”

“That’s right.Yes, you cannot cut or hold a piece of food,

because this is not what you’re made for. Do you see the point?

Without you, who is going to hold the soup?”

“Oh...” said the little spoon.

“My dear, this world is a very fair one. Nobody can be perfect

in everything. So don’t try to be the knife, the fork or even the

chopsticks. If so, you (5) ___________________ about yourself and

the thing you should be good at. Do you understand?” said Mother

Spoon.

“Yes, mum. Thanks for telling me,” said the little spoon happily.

was
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Example: is will was

1. happy unhappy laughing

2. understood understanding understand

3. come go can

4. ever never always

5. forgot will forget forget

(6) Now choose the best name for the story. Tick (✔ ) one box.

A. The Knife And The Fork

B. The Little Spoon’s Question

C. Once Upon A Time
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